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Inspired by original pieces that Felix has made for Kemps House and family 
and friends, our new Apollo pendant is the first in a series of  beautiful and 
skillfully crafted lighting collections for Maker&Son. Made entirely of steam 
bent ash strips, woven by hand in Devon, they are true to the sense of joy that 

Felix brings to everything he designs. 

“I find it’s such a beautiful dance happening in a 3-D space, mostly because 
there’s a simple, inherent beauty in the wood.”

Featuring an interesting play on shape and form, the frame gently diffuses 
the light from the generous Tala glass globe through beautiful loops that cast 
playful shadows within a room.  We are proud of every part  of the rather 
complex manufacturing process, paying close attention to sustainability and 
efficient use of  materials. From locally sourced ash to the very minimal waste 
generated by 3D-printed components, there is really quite a lot about Apollo 

to behold.
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“I find it’s such a beautiful dance happening  
in a 3-D space, mostly because there’s a simple, 

inherent beauty in the wood.”
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Apollo Small Pendant
90cm D x 35cm H

Natural Ash

Apollo Large Pendant
120cm D x 40cm H

Natural Ash

Apollo Small Pendant
90cm D x 35cm H

Black Ash

Apollo Large Pendant
120cm D x 40cm H

Black Ash
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The centuries-old craft of steam bending 
inspires every design. This environmentally 
friendly method gradually exposes the wood to 
heat to allow the wood to become malleable for 
a brief period, allowing the maker to produce 
attractive bent patterns and shapes. 

Each shade is created from sustainably sourced 
British ash that has been hand-selected for 
quality before being milled to size. The strips are 
steamed after they have been trimmed to size. 
The heat and moisture from steam weaken the 
wood fibres enough to bend them, and once 
cooled, they will retain their new shape. Each 
shade is finally hand-assembled with solid brass 
pins to complete the frame. 

This ecological method of manipulating wood 
avoids the use of chemicals, additives, and glues. 
The stained finish on the black Apollo shade 
is created by dissolving steel wool in distilled 
vinegar and tannic acid and applying the 
solution to the ash.

Handcrafted
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We designed our Apollo range in the most 
thoughtful, efficient, and sustainable way 
possible. We set out to create a debut pendant 
light in collaboration with the best British 
independent manufacturers and specialists. 
From the low-waste 3D-printed components
to the locally sourced ash structure, every step 
of the complex manufacturing process focuses  
on sustainability and efficient use of materials.

100% British
Components




